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A recently discovered two-photon absorption process can produce novel features in spectra ob-
tained with intense broadband radiation. Two mechanisms termed cooperative and distributive con-
tribute to the effect, which involves synergistic photoabsorption by molecular pairs. In the former
mechanism, each molecule of the pair absorbs a single photon; in the latter, two photons are ab-
sorbed by one of the molecules. In contrast to earlier suggestions, it is here shown that the distribu-
tive mechanism is far more significant over large intermolecular distances.

On passing pulses of mode-locked laser light through
suitable media, a process of self-phase modulation results
in the generation of a broad white-light continuum.
Such radiation has found numerous challenging applica-
tions in the physical, chemical, and biological sciences,
mostly in connection with studies of the ultrafast kinetics
of chemical transients. Although the interpretation of
results from such experiments is mostly based on the as-
sumption of a Beer-Lambert absorption law, recent work
has shown that the validity of this premise is in doubt.
In fact, at high intensities a synergistic photoabsorption
mechanism allows for photon pairs with differing fre-
quencies to provide the energy for the concerted excita-
tion of molecules in close proximity. This nonlinear pro-
cess can result in a rate of absorption which departs
significantly from normal Beer-Lambert behavior.

The synergistic process of interest, which involves two
molecules (A) and two photons (A'co and A'co') from the
continuum, may be expressed by the equation

2A +Aco+Acu'~2A

and the interesting features arise where neither photon
has a frequency to match an absorption band in the sam-
ple. In such a situation there are two mechanisms which
can provide the means for the concerted excitation. One,
known as the cooperative mechanism, involves absorption
of single laser photons by each molecule, with the energy
mismatch at either center propagated to its partner by

I- = (2g2c ~e2)

X f K~(coo, Q)l(coo+A)l(coo —Q)dQ,

I „=(2A'c e)
X f K2(coo, Q)l(coo+A)l(coo —A)d$1,

0

(2)

(3)

where, using the repeated index convention for tensor
contractions, we have

means of virtual photon coupling, as illustrated in Fig.
1(a). In the other case, known as the distributive rrtecha
nism, either one of the molecules absorbs both laser pho-
tons and a virtual photon conveys the entire excitation
energy to the partner, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

The ultrashort time scale of laser-continuum pulses
produces many interesting implications for quantum-
measurement theory, and on the basis of time-energy un-
certainty considerations, it has been suggested that the
cooperative mechanism should be appreciably more
significant than the distributive mechanism in mediating
the synergistic effect. However, a more detailed compar-
ison of the rate equations shows that, in fact, subject to
selection rule constraints, the converse is generally true.
This can be demonstrated as follows. The rates of
cooperative absorption, I 2„and distributive absorption,
I zd, are given by equations (3.3), (3.4), (3.8) and (3.9) of
Ref. 3, i.e.,

and

&2(coo, &)= (e;e,Sfk'(coo+A)&ft'(too &)[Vk, (&,R)+ V«(A, R—)exp(i&k R)] l

+z(too I1)= e ejg(q)k(coo+f1 too Q)pt'Vkt(too, R) 1+exp igk. R

Here l(co) is the irradiance per unit circular frequency,
S, ' and X;-I, are the electronic Raman and hyper-Raman
tensors for the ~f )~~i) transition, R is the vector AB,
and g k, b,k, and e are the sum of the propagation vec-

I

tors, the difference in the propagation vectors, and the
polarization vector of the absorbed photons, respectively.
Finally, the tensor Vk, (A, R) is the complex resonance
electric-dipole —electric-dipole coupling tensor given by '
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A (k, R ) = Vk((ck, R) V(((ck, R)

and leads to the explicit result,

A(k, R )=2(4~eoR') (3+k R +k R ) .

This function has a range dependence which is of particu-
lar interest in two special cases.

At short distances R ~R,„over which the energy-
exchange photon is of purely virtual character, both E2
and Kz show the familiar R behavior associated with
Forster-type energy transfer. ' The extent of R,„ is
given by

(9)

for the cooperative case, and

FIG. 1. Two mechanisms for synergistic absorption of pho-
tons co, co'; (a) shows the cooperative mechanism and (b) the dis-
tributive mechanism. In each case the energy mismatch is con-
veyed by a virtual photon Q.

for the distributive case. One of the most crucial factors
in comparing the cooperative and distributive mecha-
nisms for synergistic absorption is the difference in the
limits given by Eqs. (9) and (10). Outside these regions,
where R ))R „, the asymptotic form of the range
dependence is simply expressed by Ez, Ez-R . This
rejects the fact that over long distances, and hence com-
paratively long time scales, the energy conservation con-
straints at 3 and B become much more limiting; conse-

Vk((Q, R)

=(4weoR ) 'II(5(,(
—3R(, R()(1—i AR /c)

—(5(,.( RkR()(AR /c )
—]e'" ' . (6)
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Two key features of this expression are worth noting.
First, aside from the oscillatory phase factor the R depen-
dence is dominated by the leading R term where
AR /c &(1, and by the final R ' term where O,R /c ))1.
Second, the factor (5(,( R(,R() in the—final term is purely
transverse with respect to the intermolecular vector R,
whereas the preceding terms with the factor
(5k( —3RkR() have partly transverse and partly longitu-
dinal character.

In general, explicit evaluation of the tensor contrac-
tions in Eqs, (4) and (5) requires a knowledge of the rela-
tive orientations of the two molecules both with respect
to each other and also with respect to the radiation field.
Consequently the detailed dependence on molecular sepa-
ration R is not in general expressible in a simple function-
al form. However, the situation changes when an isotro-
pic system is considered. Here, the appropriate result is
derived by performing a series of three rotational aver-
ages on Eqs. (4) and (5). These involve rotating the 38-
system with respect to the radiation field vectors, and
then both 3 and B with respect to the intermolecular
vector R. The results, which per se are of considerable
length and are given in detail elsewhere, ' nonetheless
display a readily identifiable range dependence expressi-
ble in terms of an excitation transfer function A(k, R).
This is defined by the contraction of the resonance cou-
pling tensor with its complex conjugate, i.e. ,
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FIG. 2. Log-log plots of the excitation transfer function
3 (k, R ) against intermolecular distance R. Distributive absorp-
tion is represented by the upper curve, cooperative by the lower.
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quently the energy-exchange photon assumes a real char-
acter, and the normal inverse-square dependence of clas-
sical radiative energy transfer ensues. These features
reflect the properties of the resonance coupling tensor re-
ferred to earlier.

Figure 2 shows log-log plots of A (k, R) on an arbitrary
vertical scale for two values of k. The upper curve, plot-
ted for k = 1.6 X 10 m ', corresponds to distributive
conveyance of an electronic energy Ef, associated with a
wavelength of about 400 nm. The lower curve with
k =8X10 m ' corresponds to the cooperative mecha-
nism where only an electronic energy dijjerence (nominal-
ly EI, /20) is conveyed; here the difference equates to a
vibrational energy with a wave number of around 1250
cm . At short distances the two graphs are indistin-
guishable and display the near-zone R dependence.
However, the extent of the near zone for the former case
is much shorter, with the limiting far-zone R behavior

already established at R =1 pm; for the latter case far-
zone behavior obtains at R =10 pm. The result of this
difference is that the long-range rates (which vary with
k ) differ by a factor of (20) = 160000 in favor of the dis-
tributive mechanism.

In conclusion, although it has been shown that the
volume of space within which the distributive mechanism
can apply by Uirtua/ photon coupling is far smaller than
the corresponding volume for the cooperative rnecha-
nism, the real significance of this result is that the onset
of long-range behavior occurs sooner in the distributive
case. Consequently, the limiting behavior associated with
energy transfer by a real photon, with its attendant in-
crease in effective rate, occurs at shorter distances for the
distributive mechanism. Thus, where selection rules al-
low both mechanisms to operate, the distributive mecha-
nism is far more significant than the cooperative mecha-
nism over long intermolecular distances.
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